Question and Answer No. 4
ITB-804/18-Rehabilitation of Ibn Al Atheer Hospital Building, East Mosul, Ninewa Governorate
No. Question submitted by bidders
If you have a Phasing Plan for this project, could you please publish
it?
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ITB_804_18-BOQ-30122018"Mechanical Item#17: Could be used
Europan standart black steel pipe instead of schedule 40 pipe?

ITB_804_18-BOQ-30122018"Arc.&Civil, Item#3: According to item 3 ,
required paint is anti bacteria oil paint. We think that must be
antibacterial acrylic paint . Could you please clarify.
The last section of the BOQ’s General Notes state the following: “The
bidders need to consider the cost of any temporary works needed to
keep the hospital working during the renovation works, works like
the following below but not limited to”.

Answer by Technical and Procurement Teams
After agreement with the end user, a work plan is
prepared and the rehabilitation works will be done in
two stages described briefly that guarantees
providing services during the rehabilitation, but it is
the contractor’s responsibility to develop the work
plan in detail on the proposed work plan and get
approval from UNDP and the end user before
commencement of the works.
No.

The required paint is anti-bacterial oil paint.

More detail will be provided and the revised BoQ will
be shared in an amendment.

Would you please provide me with some details regarding the CCTV
System as Below :
-Number of channels you want to have.

Number of inputs cameras of NVRs shall be at least
16 IP inputs.

-The distance between the control room and the farthest place that
should be controlled or the number of floors in the building and the
number of rooms within each floor.

CCTV cameras is an IP-based meaning Each camera
shall be connected to the related communication
cabinet in the same department through cat6a cable
(cat6a cable shall not run more 90m).
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Reference to up mentioned ITB, we are asking if you can consider the
similar project for 10 years same to what happened in Falluja and
We are considering revision of the requirements. If it
Ramadi Hospitals, because as you know, there are no hospital project
concludes positively, it will be shared in an
completed in Iraq since 6 years ago and the companies that have
amendment.
completed similar project in 7 years is very limited may be one or
two.

